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Tomorrow is the start of Child Safety
Protection Month. November signals the
onset of much cooler weather in much of
the country. Keeping children healthy is
essential in the colder months. One way
is through good headwear. At least half of
http://www.dotsontots.com/index.html

a body’s heat loss is through the head. A
new product for little ones is just on the
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market that can help.
Dots on Tots is a NEW product for the
winter 2013 season providing completely

eco-friendly and stylish accessories that help protect toddler’s ears, nose and throat. A
baby headwear company specializing in baby health and safety with styles for even the
coldest weather months, Dots on Tots is the perfect winter accessory for any children with
irritated skin or allergies. All products are created with innovative ear-protection flaps and
are guaranteed:
• 100% certified organic
• Created with low-impact dyes
• Eco-friendly
• Designed with breathable, irritant-free fabric

• Manufactured right here in the USA
• Shipped in 100% eco-friendly packaging
The brand also offers some great (and extremely unique) winter styles for children that you
won’t find elsewhere, such as an Organic Sherpa-lined hat and their ear protection hats
featuring an added benefit of 50% noise-reduction ear inserts, shielding infants and
toddlers’ delicate ears from loud sounds and an organic Sherpa hat which is extremely
soft and perfect for cold temperatures.
The owner/designer of the company, Olivia Entin, holds a Master’s Degree in fashion
design and technology and is a mother of two who knows the importance of natural and
comfortable clothing for babies. Newborn skin is often very sensitive and it is important to
choose the right clothing to avoid an allergic reaction. An important aspect of keeping
children healthy is to protect their ears, and this is what led Olivia to design this unique
“aviator” hat. The hats are absolutely seamless for extra comfort, double layered, and
feature adjustable soft Velcro closure on the flaps. All hats are eco-friendly, breathable,
irritant-free, non-allergic and made in the US.
The company name came about after the incident when Olivia's youngest son placed
colored dots on his hat while playing with crayons. Dots on Tots features innovative hat
designs for male and female children ages newborn to 5T that serve to protect infants and
toddlers from cold weather and wind as well as ear, nose and throat infections.
Dots on Tots is gaining popularity among parenting and health media as followers are
educated on the sensitivities of young children and the impact a quality, organic products
can have on their overall health. Olivia Entin made it her mission to ensure all products are
ideal and safe for children, as all products are created with low-impact dyes, eco-friendly,
breathable, irritant-free fabric, and manufactured right here in the USA.
Olivia's newest style, Noise Reduction hat features ear protection inserts that reduce the
outside noises which is ideal for outdoor games, concerts, other public events as well as
children with hearing sensitivities.
Each purchase is sent in ecofriendly packaging. Shipping is free. They make great
Christmas or winter holiday gifts, baby shower presents, or Secret Santa gifts for a young

mom.
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